The Lloyd connects with people in many ways, from sharing Fellowship creations to working with Lloyd collections, to an adventure at one of the most impressive natural areas in this region. Now more than ever, highlighting resources wherever they are found is part of how the Lloyd reaches people at the intersection of science, art and history.

**Lloyd Artist-in-Residence Designs Botanical Wallpaper**

Following her research at the Lloyd, 2020 Artist-in-Residence Melissa Haviland has been hard at work creating and printing wallpaper designs inspired by vintage botanical illustrations. These designs focus on cash crops like tea, rice, and cocoa (pictured at right). She drew inspiration from illustrations by the likes of Elizabeth Blackwell and others. Stay tuned for more news on a live virtual lecture with Haviland and more!

**Lloyd Open by Appointment to Use Materials**

Don’t forget that the Lloyd is currently open by appointment to use books, journals, and other collections. As recent researcher Zidkijah Zabad comments, “this place is like home; it's paradise. Every time I come back into town, there are two places I have to go to: Findlay Market and the Lloyd.” To make your own appointment, contact us through our website, by emailing contact@lloydlibrary.org or by calling (513) 721-3707.

**Helen C. Black Trail Now Open**
Just opened this summer, the Helen C. Black Trail at the John and Marion Becker Cedar Falls Preserve honors former Lloyd board member and inaugural member of the Honorary Advisory Board Helen Black. As part of the Ohio Nature Conservancy's Edge of Appalachia Preserve System, this new trail offers visitors access to rare trees, wildflowers, and the namesake 15-foot cascade over limestone ledges. Photograph at right courtesy of Brian Prose.
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